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CHAPTER-II 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS FOR X-RAY DIFFRACTION, MAGNETIC 

ANISOTROPY AND OPTICAL BIREFRINGENCE STUDIES 
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2.1 Theoretical background fQf_X-ray diffraction studies 

X-ray diffraction studies can give a clear picture 

of the molecular arrangements in liquid crystals. First attempt 

. 1 2 
was made by Lingen and Friedel 1 immediately after the disco-

very of X-ray diffraction. Conclusive X-ray measurements were 

actually done by W.Kast3 - 7 and Herrmann et al 8 - 16 on PAA. A 

number of review articles in this area are available 17 - 22 • 

Vainshtein23 and Leadbetter24 have given the theoretical inter-

pretation. Generally, nematic liquid crystal samples consist of 

a large number of domains, the molecules being ordered within 

each domain along the director +-+n 1 but there is no preferred 

direction for the sample as a whole. So the X-ray diffraction 

pattern has a symmetry of revolution around the direction of 

the X-ray beam as it is evident from the uniform halo just like 

that f.0rm anisotropic liquid. 

The principal feature of small angle X-ray pattern 

of the sample oriented perpendicular to the incident X-ray is 

that the main halo (ring) splits into two crescents for each of 

which intensity is maximum in the equatorial direction. These 

crescents are mainly due to the intermolecular scattering, the 

Bragg spacing being the lateral distance between the molecules.· 

The intensity maxima of the crescents lie in the equatorial 

section i.e. perpendicular to the optic axis (director). In the 

meridional section i.e. parallel to the director, small angle 

.rings are observed which are related to the a.pparent molecular 
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length. From the distribution of intensity in·the equatorial 

section of the diffraction pattern of oriented sample, we can 

obtain the atomic cylindrical distribution function, giving the 

probability of finding two atoms at a particular distance. 

. 21 
Chistyakov gave a detailed descriptions of methods which per-

mit the cylindrical distribution functions. The methods involve 

an integration of the scattering vector from zero to infinity 

which can never be ·fulfilled by photographic methods with a 

flat plate camera, the plate being normal ~o the X-ray beam. 

Calculation of cylindrical distribution function ~nd order para

meters from X-ray diffraction have been done by de Vries
25

• 

Orientational distribution function and order parameters have 

been calculated by many workers from X-ray diffraction pattern 

26-31 of ali9ned samples • 

2.1.1 Orientational distribution functions and order paramet~ 

For a system of cylindrically symmetric molecules 

one can define an orientational distributi.::m function f ( /3) 

depending only on the angle between the molecular symmetry axis 

29 
and the director , which gives an average state of orientation 

of the long axis of the molecules. The X-ray diffraction photo

graphs record intensities averaged over a relatively long time 
\ 

and over a macroscopic volume, so that the molecules may be 

assumed to have an average cylindrical symmetry even if they do 

28 . 
not rotate about their long axis • The order parameter~ <PL) 

for a system of rigid rods in·a uniaxial phase are defined as 
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i1h. 
J; fi (~osp)j(~) sin/3 cif3 

· _{,n;,_ f{f) sinp dp <fi> ( 2 .1) 

PL (cos /3) being well known legendre polynomial of order L. 

Putting L = 2 and L. = 4 one gets < P2) from 

equation (2.1). In relating the X-ray intensity I(~) around 

the diffuse e~uatorial arc (Fig.2.1) with the orientational 

distribution function f { /3), Leadbetter and Norris 28 assumed 

that the rigid rod like molecules are perfectly aligned in 
' 

clusters of a small number of molecules (a 10) and obtained 

n~ -1 

I ('r) =- C:. j .:6 (/3) se~~ [ta-np _ c~'Yi~ J ~(~dp 
fJ='t' 

( 2. 2) 

where fd ( ~) now describes the distribution function of the 

clusters in which the molecules are perfectly aligned rather 

than the true singlet distribution function f ( /3). In the deri-

vation they have assumed that for a perfectly aligned sample 

L-fd ( /3) = b ( /3) J, the scattering is zero except for the 

directions of the scattering vector perpendicular to the cluster 

axis. They have calculated the effects and found that the devia-

tion is negligibly small except for highly ordered phases 

( < P2) ~ 0.8). Comparing the values of· fd ( /3) with f ( /3) of 

the same sample obtained by- other methods they showed that 

fd ( /3) may well be replaced by f ( /3) values. 

The method of obtaining intensity values I('y/) from 

the measured optical densities of the X-ray diffraction photo

graphs will be described later. To evaluate the integral in 
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Fig• 2.1 Schei'latic 'te.P'(Qsentati on of the 

~ray diffraction photo(Jraph 0f an· m.-:l~nt-;:.t'l 

liq;ul.rl cr.ysi:,)1. 
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eqns. {2 .1) and .<~ .• 2) ang\ll~r scanning for ·one quadrant . { .'1' =· 0 

to 't' =: .,,/2) is sufficient·~· We have~ ho~yer, ca~culated f'(A) 

and order parameter values for each of the quadrants separately 

and then taken average. At the. same. time we used thE;!.· mean I ( 't' ) ;_ 

values of the four quadrants to obtain f ( /3), .. · < P
2
) and 

( P4) values. Two sets of· values being almost equal we have 

used mostly mean I_ ( 'f/) values for these calculations~ 

_ ·As molecular distribution in the ·nematic phase is · 

centro-symmetric, the distribution func~ion and the intensity 

distribution function can be_ expanded in the forrri28 , 31 , 

r 
. I('f/) .2 a 2ncos 

2n 
= 'f' 

n=O 

r 

f ( /3) = L b2ncos2n /3 

n=O 

Substituting sino(= cos/3sec'r in eqn. (2~2) we get 

I('f- ) = c !12 
f 1 (o( ) sino<. do( 

· .... 

. · 
""~··' 

. ( 
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2n 
Since y is arbitrary, the coefficients of cos 'f/ . must be 

equal. 

and so 

Now 

iT/'L. 

j sin2 n + J do( 

0 

-(2n+1)! 

b2n = a2n • 22;-z--n! )2-

=----
(2n+1)1 

• 

(2.7) 

The series in eqns. (2.3) and (2.4) converge rapidly. 

Retaining eight terms in the truncated series, a least square 

fittlng was made to obtain the coefficients from eqn. {2.3) with 

corrected intensity values. The calculated intensity vallles in 

all cases were f::::mnd to be in· g~10d agrel~ment with the observed 

intensities. These values of a
2

n were then used to calculate the 

coefficients b • Then, f ( /3) values were calculated using eight 
. 2n 

terms in the series in eqn 2.4. 

By calculating the integral 

t7/z. 
j f(/3)sin/3d/3 = T (Say), 
0 

and then deviding all the b
2

n values by T t.Je obtained the norma

lised values of the orientational distribution function. 

Substituting eqn. (2.4) in eqn. (~.1) we get 

<Fi>= (2.8) 
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can be calculated by writing this equation 

in the form of standard integrals and similarly < P 4 ) can 

also be calculated. 

The normalised distribution function can be written 

as (described earlier) 

(2.9) 

where Z is the orientatiJnal partition function which at a 

particular temperature was treated as a constant and V( /3) is 

the angular part of the intermolecular potential. L'Je have 

fitted r:>ur f(/3) values to the form 

or 

f ( /3) 

lnf ( /3) = 2 CLPL (cos /3) + constant 

Leven 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

To get Cr a least square fitting of eqn •. (2.11) 
.u 

with calculated values for different /3 at a particular tempe

rature is done. r·n order to have a good idea about pseudopoten-

tial six terms in the series (L upto 10 with L. even) are 

retained in this fitting. Bhattacharjee et a1 32 in our labora-

tory earlier ana·lysed the errors involved .i.n calculating the 
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coeffic~~nts CL (C
0 

: -lnZ) and found the first few (upto 

L = 4) coefficients_ to be well defined within an accepted 

range of values. 

A general anisotropic pair potential may be con-

structed for pseudopotential as 

V( /3) = I dL < PL) II (cos /3) (2.12) 

Leven 

where dL is obtained by comparing eqns. (2.10) and (2.12) as 

d 
L = - (2.13) 

For different temperatures the v.alues of d
2 

and d
4 

have been calculated. Since the coefficients dL determine the 

strength of the intermolecular forces, it is expected that they 

should depend on intermolecular separation and so on tempera-

ture. Ini ti.::~.lly dL were treated as constant i.e. independent of 

temperatures and the pseudopotential was constructed by taking 

the averages of the values of d 2 and d 4 obtained for different 

temperatures and then included density dependence. With this 

pseudopotential thus c;onstructed the normalised-distribution 

function f ( /3) values were calculated both retaining <( P2 ) 

and (P4> terms using eqn. (2.9). In this calculation Z was 

adjusted so that f(/3) values were normalised. These normalised 

distribution function values were then compared with the 
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experimental f ( /.3 ) · values • 

Vainshtein23 obtain a fairly good approximation 

for the order parameters by replacing f ( /.3) value.s with I ( Y) 

values (at a constant Bragg angle) in Eqn.~. We have also 

calculated order parameters _using. this approximation and 

designated them as 

2.1.3 ~~~r_~arame~~ 

In general, the spacing X b.etween two successive 

reflecting points or planes is related to the corresponding 

diffracti:Jn anqle (29) by a formula aiven by
33 

2Xs .in& = K i\. (?..14) 

where ./l is the wavelength of the X-ray and K is a 

· constant depending on ·the shape and arrangement of the 

34 35 36 . molecules • A.de Vries ' has d1scussed the equation, its 

applications and its limitations in detail. In our cases ~e 

used K = 1 in eqn. (2.14) for the long spacings i.ee apparent 

molecular length (1). For both the oriented and unoriented 

samples we used K = 1.117 in eqn. (2.14) to calculate the inter

molecular distance (D). This is because of the fact that, con-

sidering the scattering from a pair of molecules at a distance 

D apart, if the chains are allowed to rotate freely around each 

other, the positions of the maxima along the equator are 

determined by the function35 
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J 
0 

(x) = j cos (xcos o(.) do( 
0 

where x = 4 n /A, • Dsin~ and this gives for first maxima 

K = 1.117. 

Wendorff et a1 33 calculated K values from the 

36 

photograph of some cholesterol esters by taking X values in 

eqn. (2.14) from completely extended form of the molecule and 

found that K lies between 1 for .perfectly ordered molecules · 

and 1.229 for completely ramdom orientation of the molecules. 

All the X-ray diffraction photographs were taken 

in flat plate camera with ~on House (India) X-ray generator. 

X-ray tube with copper target was employed in the X-ray genera-

tor. The· flat plate camera is equipped with high temperature 

arrangement designed & fabricated by Jha and Pau1 37 in our 

laboratory. This set up also has provisions for interchangable 

collimater, changable spacer to vary the sample to film 

distance and changable gap between pole pieces of the electro-.. 
magnet. Fig., 2. 2 shows the sectional diagram of the whole 

arrangement. 'All the materials used are non-magnetic. A vertical 

X-ray is incident on the specimen (9) through the collimator (2) 

which is push fit into the sample holder. The cylindrical brass 

chamber (6) has heating coils· which are insulated by asbestos 

cement (7). The sample holder (8) is well insulated by asbestos 

sheets and syndanio 9oards (4) from the posts (16) supporting 
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the sa~ple holder, the sample being taken in a thin walled glass 

capillary of diameter 1.0 mm approximately. The sample holder 

including the insulation has a ~hickness of about 1.5 to 2.0 

ern. at the position of the sample so that the pole pieces of the 

electromagnet can be brought quite close and a strong magnetic 

field be applied. The four supporting p9sts are rigidly attached 

to a heavy brass plate (12). The film casette is mounted on a 
I 

casette·holder (11) which is also supported by the posts. Spacer 

(15) can be introduced along the posts between the clamps of 

the casette holder and the heavy brass plate so that reprodu

cible geometry can be obtained. Levelling screws (13) can be used 

tor adjustment and better collimation. The pole pieces (17) of 

the electromagnet can be brought very close to the sample 

holder, the pole pieces being properly shaped for this purpose 

for production of str::mgest field at the specimen positi::m. 

0 
The temperature of the sarople was regulated within ~ 0.5 C by a 

temperature ·controller ( Indotherm 401). The sample holder was 

calibrated upto 250°C with a number of sam,ples of known melting 

points. A sensitive Gaussmeter (ECIL model GH967) was used to 

measure the st~ength of the magnetic field with different 

distances between the pole pieces of the electromagnet. For all 

photographs Ni filter of thickness 0.009 lTU11 was used to obtain 
0 

nearly monochromatic Cu~radiation of wavelength 1.542 A. The 

X-rays beam was collimated by a collimator of aperture 0.8 mm. 

For all the observations, the exact distance between the 

sample and film was determined by taking aluminium-powder 

1 
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X-ray diffraction pattern. Since for Al the unit cell dimension 

is known, the Bragg angle for hkl reflecting plane can be 

determined from 
38 

(2.15) 

Thus measuring the diameter of the diffraction rings 

corresponding to (111) and (200) refluctions 39 and the values of 

Bragg angle from eqn. (3.15), the exact distance between the 

sample and the film can be obtained from the relation 

I 
tan 2~ = Radiu~_Qt_ihe .ring 

Sample to film distance (2.16) 

Then the correction term was calculated and applied to the 

spacer separation to obtain the exact distance. 

2 .1.5 Conve£§!iOn of_oQ_tical __ ~ll@.ity:~-~-ray intensit~ 

The X-ray diffraction photographs were scanned both 

linearly and circularly wi·th a Carl Zeiss Microdensitometer 

(MD 100) which has potentiometric recording (K200) facility for 

linear scanning. The,circular scanning was done manually, the 

rotation stage was modified to enable 360° scan by us for this 

purpose. The optical density values obtained from the densito-

metric scan were. then converted to relative intensity values by 

a method explained by Klug and Alexander40 • An intensity scale 

was prepared by exposing different portion of a film to X-rays 
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coming through a small rectangular opening with exposure times. 

5,10,15,20, ••• sees. Multiple film technique was used. Optical 

density values· of these spot~ were then measured with the 

microdensitometer and a graph was then drawn by plot~ing opti

cal density versus time in sec. (i.e. X-ray intensity). This is 

shown in Fig.2.3. While measuring the optical densities of 

X-ray diffraction photographs·and gradation strip, the densito-

meter zeroing was madean unexposed X-ray films, no substraction 

tor unexposed film optical density was, therefore, necessary. 

However, the brand and type of the film, the developing time, 

comp~sition and temperature of the developer have pron·)unced 

effect on both the optical density and film factor of the 

response curve. So the whole procedure was standarised and all 

x~ray films were treated in the same manner as far as practicable. 

Fr~m the linear scan of the outer maxima through the 

central spot using the potentiometer recorder a graph relating 

optical density vs. linear distance is obtained. This is shown 

in Fig. 2.4. The difference between the peak points of the outer 

maxima gives its diameter. There are d_ifferent methods 41 for 

locating the peak positions from the linear distance vs. O.D. 

curv.e .as shown in ~ig •. 2. s.. P 
0 

is the apparent maximum of the 

line_ :profile. But it may not coincide with t-he t-rue ·maxima, 

since the statistical uncertainty in the optical density values 
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POSITION OF -A LINE PROFILE. 
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at ·and in the immediate vicinity of the maximum makes its 

precise location uncertain. In order to avoid this problem a 

commonly employed method is to locate the peak at Px, the 

point of intersection of two strai9ht lines projected from the 

most linear portions of the sloping sides of the profile. 

Another method is to assign the peak position ~o the mid point 

of a chord drawn parallel to the background and located at one 

half 0f the m.,ximum peak optical density P~ or bett.er at higher 

levels such as P21 or P~ • The different methods give somewhat 

different values for the peak position despite the relative 

sharpness of the line profiles. When the peak is well defined 

we simply take p position, .in other cases we used p 
0 2;3 

position. Knowing the diamter, the Bragg angle · ~ corresponding 

to this diffraction ring is determined using eqn. (2.16) when 

the actual sample to film distance is known, and then the 

average intermolecular distance (D) is calculated using eqn. 

(2.14). The same procedure is adopted to determine the 

diameter of the inner ring. 

In order to get the diameter of the outer crescents 

accurately, several linear scans were made with different 

aximuthal angular positions. Considering I ( y) = 0 at the 

maximum intensity position, the linear scans were done for 

'r = 0, 
0 t 30 • The mean of the. diameters obtained was taken as 

the actual diameter. 



2.1.7 Circular scanning and to .plot of I('f") versus 't' 

curves 

To determine the orientational distribution func-

t.i,on f ( /.3), order parameters and circular 

scanning of the outer diffraction ring as shown in Fig.2.1, 

is necessary. The values of optical density obtained from the 

densitometric circular scans were converted to X-ray intensi-

ties with the help of calibration curve. The converted inten-

sity values were plotted against azimuthal angular positions. 

The intensity values were corrected for the background inten-

sity values arising due to the air scattering. This is 

accomplished by drawing tangents through the minimum of the 

·intensity distribution curve and then substracting the values 

from the corresponding observed intensity values. The peak 

intensity position which corresponds to 't' = 0 was determined 

of the position where the height of the angle vs. intensity 

curve above the background line is uaximum (Fig.2.6). However, 

in some cases, some unwanted spots or even a slight nonunifor-

mity in film coating created some problems. In such cases a 

smooth curve was drawn through a large number of points. I was 

careful in those cases to have more or less symmetTic curve 

around 't' = 0. I have used the mean I ('t') values of the four 

quadrants to obtain f ( /.3), and values. 

Taking nineteen I( \jJ) values fran y = 0° to 

'y = 90 °' at 5° intervals from the smoothed I ( y) vs. '/"' curve, 
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f ( ~), . < P 
2

) and < P 4)were calculated using Leadbetter 
1 
s 

approximation mentioned earlier in this chapter. Then f ( /3) vs. 

).3 curve was· drawn. A-computer program has been developed for 

this calculations. A Wipro Series 8600 computer systems was 

used for these calculations. 

2.2 Maonetic susceptibility measurements 

2.2.1 Introduction : 

si'nce the molecular s1.1sceptibility of a liquid 

crystal is anisotropic the orientational order parameter <P2) 
is related to the magnetic susceptibility42 - 45 in a more or 

less straight forward way. Despite the experimental difficul-

ties to achieve the necessary precision in magnetic suscepti-

bility measurements this method is therefore considered to be 
I 

the most suitable one f·or the determination of the temperature 

dependence of the order parameter. J..P.Dias 46 has given a 

theoretical treatment regarding the application of external 

magnetic·field on a liquid crystal. The theory of magnetic 

i ' 47 al 9nment has been successfully proposed by J.O.Kessler A 

number of experimental investigations have been done 

48-60 successfully • A review of the measurement apparatus has 

61 been given by L.N.Mulay and I.L.Mulay • 

To investigate the effects of external magnetic 

field on liquid· crystal materials tJe :fi.z::st write the magnet!-· 

sation ft' induced by the applied field Jt . The relation is 
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of the form 

48 

o( = x, y~ z (2.17) 

is an element of the magnetic susceptibility 

- -
tensor J- . 

For uniaxial phases like nematic or smectic A 

~ 
phase ·(choosing director n along z-axis) we may write 

= ']-.L 

0 

0 

0 

1--.1. 
0 

0 

0 

JC-11 

The subscripts 11 and ..L indicate the components 

parallel and perpendicular to ·the director· respectively. The 

average susceptibility is given by 

JC = ~ f".... = ~ (JC-" -t 2.7'-.J.) (2.18) 

Magnetic susceptibility anisotropy is defined as 

(2.19) 

Hence the susceptibility tensor has two different 

non-zero elements and we find 

-> 
M 

-? 
M 

--? 
= Jl,, H I 

~ 
=JC...LH, 

if J II 
-~ 

if H _L 

<--> 
n 

~'> 
n 

-? 
For an arbitrary ~ngle (S) between H · and 

can find the total magnetisation 

~> 
n we 
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"lt = y.11 (J' . 6) 6 + f..L HsinS ri 
. ~ ~ ~ ~)~ = :f-..1. (HcosS rt + Hsin~ n.L ) + o/- ( H • n n 

= JC..L f1_. + _o/- c If . --;; ) rt <2.2o) 

where ~. being a unit vector perpendiculat to 7 , Therefore 

the free energy in a magnetic field 

F 
magn J H -? 

= - M • 

0 
2 

= - ~ .J-.1. H 

~ 
dH 

-> - ~ Ll_l ( H (2.21) 

As the first term is independent of It it may be 

omitted as far as orientation related problems are_ concerned. 

The last term is interesting cme. If ·y:..fl > :J-..l.. i.e. L1J-> 0 

the last term is minimised when ri is collinear with lf So 

the samples with positive ~ try to align their molecules 

along the direction of applied magnetic field. On the other 

hand for the samples with negative AJX , the molecules align 

themselves normal to the applied magnetic field. Therefore the 

coupling to the director occurs through the anisotropy of the 

molecular susceptibility. 

2.2.2 Relation between order parameter and m£gnetic anisotropy; 

I 

Let 1 , 7[,) = be the axes of a molecule fixed 

coordinate system, and K the tensor of the molecular magnetic 

polarizability. Then 
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r;~.., f.> :! 'X.) d- ' ;l (2.22) 
' I 

1.JJ :: 1 )'1J) 

Order parameter can be written as 

(2.23) 

(taken 

along the z-axis) and due to the fact that q has zero trance, 

we may consider only one element Q
22

• 

Again order parameter ~~~ can also be defined as 

(2.24) 

Therefore 

2 = 3 ( Y-11 - )<- ...L ) (2.25) 

Here we assume JCxx = Jyy = y.J. and 7-2 2 = J- 11 

From eqn. (2.23) 



O>zz = N L Kij < izjz - t bij) 
i,j 

;, f N L Kij x ~ < 3izjz - Jij) 

i,j 

2 ~ . 
= 3 N L Kij 

i,j 

From eqns. (2.25) and (2.26) we get 

i,j 
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(2~26) 

(2.27) 

If we choose the coordinate system 1 , '1._ , 'f such 

that s 1 j is diagonal~ then since Q has zero trace, there are 

two independent order parameters. Taking 'f axis as the long 

molecular axis we choose s = s~! and D = s!I - s"L17. • Eqn. 

(2. 2 7) reduces to 

( 711 - }..L )/N = K~'f 0 0 

0 K1~ 0 

0 0 

= {K~} . - ~ (K~l'( 

y2._ ( K11 

s 0 0 

0 ~ (D+S) 0 

0 0 ~ (D-S) 

s + 

(2.28) 
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where 'S' is usual order parameter which have .a value between 

0 and 1. 

Therefore 

s = ~ < 3 )! - 1 > 

where ·~· is the angle between z and) axes. 

Furthermore 

D = ~ < 3 1 2 - 1> - ~ < 3 '(; -1) z 

= 1 <1;-1;) 2 

= 1 ( sin 2 ~ cos2y) 2 

where ~ is the Euler angle specifying the rotation around the 

) -axis. D measures the difference in tendency of the two 

transverse molecular axes to project on the z-axis. 

62-64 From NMR data we get D = 0.05 ~ 0.01. 

There is no c~nclusive evidence as to whether D is of impor

tance at a11 65 • Because of these uncertainties· we shall ·assume 

in the following D = 0: the· molecules are taken as effectively 

axially symmetric. 
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With 

. ':!-._!-

We may write 

(2.29) 

which is Tsvetkov's expression44 for the order parameter45 • A 

measurement of .J-'1 1 - JX-..L i.e. diamagnetic susceptibility an is o

tropy ( o/) is sufficient to determine the order parameter (S) 

provided we have the anisot~opy value. (~ 1 - ;tt) in the most 

ordered crystalline phase. In principle (~ 1 - )Ct) can be 

determined from measurement made an solid single crystal. Of 

course we must have the crystallographic data of the sample. 

The details of this meth0d have been given in the reference 66 • 

An alternative method to estimate (.:J- 1 . - Y t) is due to Haller 

et a1 67 • A logarithmic-plot of ( :J- 11 - y..J_ ) against temperature 

gives a straight line, and <J 
1 

- .7 t) is obtained by extra

polating to ~ = 0 and assuming S = 1 at that point. In our 

cases we have followed the latter proc~dure. 

2. 2. 3 Determination of .1~ 

The magnetic susceptibilities have been measured by 

the classical Faraday-Curie method. Total force (F) acting on a 

sample placed in strong magnetic field with a gradient in the 

horizontal direction (x-direction) is given by 
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(2~30) 
av 

where]L, mare the mass susceptibility and mass of the sample 

and y. 
0

, m
0 

are those of air driven out by the sample. The 

subscript 'av' indicates the average value. 

We have taken the help of a reference sample of · 

the approximately same volume and placed more or less at the 

same position between the pole pieces of the magnet so that 
~2 . . 
dx was practically same for both the cases. So, force on the 

reference sample (F 
r 

) is given by 

F ~(mrJ-r Y:.o ) 
dH 2 

= m dx-r 0 av 
(2.31) 

Subscript 'r' stands for reference sample. 

Eqns. (2.30) and (2.31) reduces to 

(2.32) 

In this expression./' ,./; and~ are the· densi

ties of the experimental sample.- reference sample and air; t
0 

being the temperature at which the reference measurement has 

been carried out. 

The sample was put in ·a cylindrical quartz contain

er which has nearly .1 cm3 volume. It was suspended l:?Y a glass 

.·! 
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capillary between the pole pieces of an electromagnet having 

the value of dH2 

dH2 dx 

2 AJ 1.1 K.gauss /em near the sample. The 

within 1% for 1 em value of ~ is constant 

dH2 . 
x-direction. Along y and z-directions d'X""~s 

length along 

practically 

constant. So we assumed that in every case we put the samples 

dH2 
in constant dx The temperature of sample was maintained 

within ~ 0.5°C of the desired temperature by a temperature 

controll8r (Indotherm model 401). About 30 minutes were allowed 

for the sample to reach the thermal e~uilibrium. The accuracy 

of the measurement using this balance is about 1%. 

( 'Y -6 3 -1 ) 6 9 We used trans-Decaline J-~ = -.779 x 10 em gm I .._ 

a non-volatile li~'..11d at r::nm temperature as a reference 

69 substance. Density of reference sample is .864 gm/c.c. • Using 

( -6 the magnetic susceptibility of air Y:, 
0 

= lOG. 3 x 10 

3 -1) 70 -'-h (""' , 1 · 1 y .J_ em gm , ._, e --ur1e s 3w J- "" 
o T 1 the tabul2ted density 

. 71 h . . b of alr · 1 t e necessary corrcctlons as glven y eqn. ( 2. 3 2) was 

calculated. Error due to influence of dissolved oxygen has been 

discussed by de Jeu et a1 65 • Since at high temperatures the 

samples contained negligible amount of dissolved oxygen we 

ignored its effect. 

The force on the sample was exactly balanced by 

the force exerted on the horizontal coil, rigidly attached to 

the balance beam, placed inside a hollow permanent magnet 

·which provided a uniform radial field to the coil, and carried 

a suitable electric current i. This force,_F, on the coil due 

to the uniform field is given by 
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F = 2 TT rniH 

where n = number of turns in the coil 

r = radius of the coil 

H = magnetic field 

In general the suspended system will experience 

a pull even in the absence of any magnetic sample. To balance 

th.is pull, we must employ an initial current i through the 
0 

coil. In our set up, instea~ of current we measured voltage 

drop across a standard resistance of the ord~er of 10 K. ohms 

with the help of a high precision digital volt meter. So the 

final expression for susceptibility becomes 

(2.33) 

We tested the experimental set-up by measuring the 

susceptibilities of p-azoxy anisole (PAA) as a function of 

temperature and the values we got are within 1% to the values 

reported by de Jeu et a1 51 • 

2.2.4 Description of the experimental set-£Q 

Most of the usual methods for measuring suscepti-

bilities consist of estimating the translational force on a 

sample placed in an inhomogeneous magnetic field. Considering 

all these methods we have selected Curie torsion balance 
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technique for better accuracy and stabi!ity for our system. 

We have designed an electrodynamic balance for ·this purpose. 

Fig.2.7 shows the schematic diagram of the apparatus which has 

been designed by us and fabricated in our university workshop. 

It consists of a horizontar light glass beam A, 

kept suspended-with phosphor-bronze strips. The upper strip B 

:, is soldered to a: torsion head T used for adjusting tension 

and orientation of the beam, v-Thereas, the lower end B
1 term.i-

nates in a string E made of phosphor-bronze strip, secured to 

a adjustable holder H which can be rotated or moved horizon

tally in two directions. The tors ion head is fixed in a brass 

pillarS and the holdec is fixed on a flat squared brass plat8 

P restina on leveling screws. 
~. 

To one end· of balance beam is attached a perspex 

bl :::>ck R to which the sample h.::>lder was attnched to hang by a 

glass capillary tube. A dnmping vane V made of thin mica sheet, 

dipping into diffusion pump oil, fixed to the other end of the 

glass beam effectively dnmps :>ut all spurious vibrations. To 

that end of the beam is attached a balancing coil of 15 turns 

of 42 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire wound over a hollow perspex 

cylinder C and the. coil is free to move inside a hollow~magnet 

M with a radial field of about '200 gauss. Her~ the phosphor

bronze strips serve double purposest they act as suspension 

wire, as well as electrical connection to the coil. A greased 

ground bell-jar J forms a convenient cover for the balance 
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assembly to protect it from air c~rrents. Two holes are 

drilled in the base plate. In one of these (h1 ) is one porceline 

slip, sealed vacuum tight with araldite, for leading in the coil 

current. The other terminal of the coil is attached to the brass 

bas.e plate which is connected to the negetive te.nninal of a 

variable source. The second aperture h 2 about 3 em. in diameter 

is fitted with a brass coller for securing a glass tube as an 

extension of the experimental chamber. The joint 0f the glass 

tube G a!1::l brass tube is made with 0-ring system. The gl3ss 

tube carries a heater Q of co!1stant wire (non-magnetic) fitted 

in a non-iductive way and a thermocouple K through a rubber 

stopper tightly fitted to the glass tube with araldite. The 

sample holder, thermocouple and the heater are pl?ced between 

pole pieces of an electc-omagnet. Inside the bell-jar a small 

beaker P partially filled with calciam chloride is kept to 

absorb atmospheric water vapour. The system can be evacuated 

to avoid instability due to convectional currents. 

The Sucksmith form of pole-pieces (Sucksmith 1939) 

is adopted as it is the simplest design to obtain the quantity 

dH 2 
& fairly constant over a considerable volume. In our set up 

dH2 
dx is almost constant over a length of 1 em. To detect any 

change in the position of .the sample, a collimated beam of 

light, from an 18 watt 6 volts lamp fe,d from a stabilised D.C. 

power supply, is reflected from a mirror m fixed on the 

balance beam and illuminated nearly equally a pair of photo

electric cells. The cells are connected in opposition by a 
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bridge arrangement and the output after amplification is fed · 

to a sensitive galvanometer. The nui l point of galvanometer 

is -seen by lamp and scale arrangement. The photo cells are 

mounted side by side in a box painted black inside to reduce 

the effect of stray radiation. 

--

2.3 Ref~actiY~lQ£~_measu~~~~ts 

2. 3 ·.1 Introduction ·: 

It is well known that liquid crystals (especially 

nematogens) are birefringent. The study of liquid crystal 

refr~ctive indices has been.of interest since the order para-

meter can be determined from such measurements and C'Jmpared 

with theoretical predictions. E.Dorn 72 reported first the 

reliable results of birefringence measurement. Theoretical 

explanations of the birefringence of rod-shaped molecules have 

73 74 75 . been gi-.ren by O.Wi.ener and H.Zocher • ·• The refractive 

indices of a number of nematic liquid crystals have.been 

investigated 76 - 92 • Refractive indices have also been investi-

83-85. gated in smectic phases • 

The well known Lorentz Lorentz formula can not be 

used in liquid crystals because of anisotropic .molecular arrange-

ments_which introduces anisotropy of the internal field. It is 

generally replaced by Neugebauer's relations 86 or Vuks 

formula
87

• Neugebauer's relations for calculating the effective 
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polarizati'ons o(._ o. and o( e of the liquid crystals are given 

by 

2 4n N ol.... (1 -No( ~0) -1 (2.34) n -1 = 0 0 0 

2 
-1 4 f7 N o<..e (1 -No( (e) 

-1 (2.35) n = e e 

where N is the number of molecules per c.c. and li •s are the 

internal field constants. The indices e and o stand for 

extraordinary and ordinary respectively. The relevant equations 

for calculating the polarizabil ities o(
0 

and o(e obtained from 

ecrns. (2.34) and (2.35). are 

(2.36) 

and 

Successful use 'Jf Neugebauer- •s relations was made 

by many workers 99 - 92 • 

The Vuks formula relating the principal polariza

bilities and the refractive indices can be written as 

2 
-1 ni 4n -r-- = 3- N o(i' i = x, y, z 

n + 4 
(2.38) 

where n2 1 L 2 =- ni 3 

i 
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and in this case 

2 n - 1 
0 = 4T7No( 

3 0 
(2.39) 

2 
n - 1 e = 4T1 N o( 

3 e 
(2.40) 

Here n 2 = (2n 2 + n 2 )/ 3 1 'n' is the mean refractive index, 
o e 

N is the number of m8lecules per c.c. The validity of Vuks 

93 formula was demonstrated for nematic liquid crystals • The 

degree of order in nematic phase has been determined from 

94 95 birefringence measuren:'ents using Vuks formula 1 
• 

The relation between the order parameter (S) and 

the polarizabilities ( cX...
0

, o( ) . is given by96 
e 

o( = o(_l o(s 
o 3 a 

where = (2 + 
0 

e)/3 is the mean polarizability 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

o(a = ( o<,, ~~ ) is the molecular polarizability 

anisotropy. 

Therefore 

- (2.43) 
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In our cases we used Vuks formula. To get the value 

. of ( t?( 11 - ~ ) we followed the most widely used Haller's 

67 extrapolation procedure which has been discussed earlier. 

2.3.2 Experimental procedures 

We used a thin prism with refractive angle less than 

' 
2° for determining refractive indices (n, n ). The details of o e 

preparation .of prism were reported previously by Zeminder et 

97 . 
al • Before fabricating the prism the clean glass plates were 

rubbed parallel to one of their edges. Then the plates were 

treated with aquous solution of 1% polyvinyl alcohol Qnd then 

dried. Again they were rubbed along the same direction as 

before. Then the prism was formed keeping the treated surfaces 

ins ide and the rubbi!lg direction parallel to the refracting 

edge of the prism~ The prisms were precalibrated by measuring the 

refractive indices of distilled water, glycerine and potassium 

chromate solutions and the results were in good agreement with 

the results obtained with an Abbe refractometer. The liquid 

crystal sample was allowed to flow inside the prism by melting 

the sample. Once the prism with liquid crystal sample was ready, 

the sample was heated to isotropic state and then cooled down 

very slowly in the presence of a magnetic field of strength 

6.0 K.gauss in the direction of the rubbing. This process was 

repeated several times. The combination of rubbing and flow 

together with the magnetic field produced a homogeneous nematic 
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c 

specimen with an optic axis parallel to tf).e refracting edge of 
0... 

the prism. The prism· was put·insideAbrass thermostat heated 

0 
electrically ~nd ~ontrqlled to ± 0.5 C by a temperature contro-

ller ( rn'dotherm model 401). About 30 minutes were all owed for 

thermal stability at·the desired temperature. A precision spec-

trometer, a wavelength selector and. a Nicol prism were used to 

determine the refractive indices for four different wavelengths 

obt.:=tined fr-:Jm a mercury lamp. 

The densities of the sample in the liquid crysta-

ll ine phase were determined by putting weighed samples ins ide a 

·glass ~apillary tube which was placed in a water bath heated with 

the help af a temperature cJntroller. An interval ~f 30 minut~s 

was allowed for attaining the desired temperature before each 

reading. The length. of the column was measured by a travelling 

micro~cope. The de_ns ity was calcula.ted after correcting for the 

expansion of the glass tube. 

\ 
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